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A state of a particle pair produced by the Schwinger effect is not necessarily a

maximally entangled Bell’s state
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We analyze the spins of a Schwinger particle pair in a spatially uniform but time dependent
electric field. The particle pair’s spins are in the maximally entangled Bell’s state only if the
particles’ momenta are parallel to the electric field. However if transverse momentum is present,
the spins are not in the maximally entangled Bell’s state. The reason is that the pair is created by
the external field, which also carries angular momentum, and the particle pair can take away some
of this external angular momentum.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION.

The action of an electron in a constant electric field had
been formulated by Sauter, Heisenberg and Euler[1, 2].
Schwinger used this action in a gauge invariant form in
a constant electromagnetic field, and found the effect of
charged particle pair production if the electric field is

higher than the critical value Ecri =
m2

e
c3

qe~
[3, 4]. Re-

cently, in experiments with high power lasers, this crit-
ical value was achieved, so experimental study of the
Schwinger effect might be realized in a foreseeable fu-
ture. Apart from a constant electric field background,
additional efforts have been focused on a spatially depen-
dent strong fields[5, 6], time dependent fields[7], thermal
backgrounds[8], multipair creation states[6, 9], strong
electric and magnetic fields[10], and particle creation in
pulsars[11].
A Schwinger pair is a pair of virtual particles sepa-

rated by an external field to become a real pair. Since
even virtual particle should conserve quantum numbers,
they are assumed to be highly correlated or entangled.
Especially, the pair’s spin state is generally expected to
be one of the maximally entangled Bell states[12, 13, 15]

1√
2
(|↑↓〉 ± |↓↑〉). (1)

Here ↑ and ↓ represent the particles’ spin directions. We
can consider the first particle to be an electron and the
second one positron. If the particles’ states are repre-
sented by eq. (1), then if one of the particles’ states is
known, the other particle’s state is also known. This cor-
relation is one of the reason why the Bell state is called
a maximally entangled state. Even though it is intuitive
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to assume that a Schwinger pair’s spin state is in one of
the Bell’s states, the pair production is derived in a basis
different from the spin basis[12, 13]. We will see that the
Schwinger pair is not in a Bell’s state after transforming
it to the correct spin basis.

Apart from strong electromagnetic field, a strong grav-
itational field can also be a source of particle pairs, in
a process similar to the Schwinger effect. Davies et al.
calculated the energy momentum tensor near a black
hole[14]. They found that there is negative energy flux
into the black hole, and positive energy flux to infin-
ity, which is Hawking radiation. This is an explicit evi-
dence that Hawking radiation is created by gravitational
particle pair production, which is just a variant of the
Schwinger effect. If a particle pair is separated by grav-
ity, one member of the pair may fall into the horizon and
the other may run away from the horizon. The runaway
particle eventually becomes part of Hawking radiation at
infinity. Since a Schwinger particle pair is assumed to be
highly entangled, the pair produced in the Hawking effect
is also assumed to be highly entangled. This assumption,
combined with an assumption that gravity is a local the-
ory, led to the so-called information loss paradox[15]. In
addition, one of the assumptions of the Firewall para-
dox in black hole physics is tightly connected to particle
entanglement[16]. However, it has been noted that the
entanglement is observer dependent [17–19], and the pair
can be disentangled after propagating some distance[20].

Although it is natural to assume that a virtual parti-
cle pair is highly entangled, one cannot avoid interaction
with an external field which makes them real. This exter-
nal field can carry momentum, angular momentum and
other quantum numbers. Therefore one cannot consider
only an isolated virtual particles pair. The particle pair
can carry also its own angular momentum, apart from
the individual spins of particles. The actual spin state of
the pair can be different from the expected virtual pair
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state in eq (1), and can actually be

A0 |↑↓〉+A1 |↓↑〉+A2 |↑↑〉+A3 |↓↓〉 . (2)

We again consider the first particle to be an electron
and the second one positron. If this description is true,
one cannot know the spin of one particle based on the
knowledge of the spin of the other particle without an
actual direct detection.
We note that an apparent difference between the total

initial and final spin in some process is very common. For
example, consider a head-on electron-photon collision (fig
1). A right handed photon and a right handed electron
collide and turn almost completely backward. The re-
flected photon and electron are both right handed. The
total spin appears not to be conserved because there is
angular momentum involved in the process.
The Swinger pair’s spin creation rate can be studied by

using the Dirac-Heisenberg-Wigner (DHW) function[7,
21–23]. However, since we want to know a single pair’s
spin correlation, Bogoliubov transform can give us a bet-
ter description than the DHW method. The “in” vacuum
is based on the equation of motion in a constant electric
field background. The “out” vacuum is based on the par-
ticle’s spin up and down states. We will now show that
if the particles’ momenta are parallel to the electric field,
the pair’s spin is in a Bell-like state, and one can know the
exact complete particle state just by knowing the quan-
tum state of one particle. However, if the particle pair
has transverse momentum (with respect to the external
field), then pair’s spins are not in a Bell-like state. One
cannot know one particle state solely based on the infor-
mation from the other particle. This implies the external
field does affect the Schwinger pair’s quantum state. This
also implies that Hawking radiation should not be treated
as a local phenomenon (see also discussion around eq.
4 in [24]). In the foreseeable future, the high intensity
lasers may produce electric fields above the Schwinger
pair production threshold. Recent studies mainly focus
on the pair production numbers[7]. However, the laser’s
photons carry spins, therefore the electron and positron
pair’s spins will also depend on the annihilated photons
states. This is the effect that we want to examine here.
In principle, we expect that the particle pair’s spin state
depends on the scattering angle. In the following we re-
view the quantization procedure and “out” vacuum . We
then calculate the amplitude of different particle pairs’
spin states and helicities.

II. QUANTIZATION

Schwinger particle pairs are created by the strong elec-
tric field. Both charged fermions and bosons can be cre-
ated in the process. Since we want to study whether the
particles’ spins are highly entangled, we focus on fermion
pairs. In particular, we study electron-positron pairs.
Here we follow Klunger et al.’s study in [25]. The La-

FIG. 1: Compton scattering in the center of mass frame. A
right handed photon collides with a right handed electron.
They turn almost completely backward. Their helicities are
still both right handed. The total spin is not conserved, be-
cause the reflected waves are the p-waves, which take away
angular momentum.

grangian density for electrodynamics is

L = ψ̄iγµ(∂µ + ieAµ)ψ −mψ̄ψ − 1

4
FµνF

µν (3)

where the metric convention is taken to be (+,−,−,−).
ψ is a charged Dirac field, while Aµ is the background
electromagnetic field. The γ matrices are

γ0 =

[

I 0

0 −I

]

, γi =

[

0 σi

−σi 0

]

(4)

where, i = 1, 2, 3. I is a 2 by 2 unit matrix. σi are the
Pauli matrices. The equation of motion for ψ is

(iγµ∂µ − eγµAµ −m)ψ = 0. (5)

ψ can be expressed through a new field φ as

ψ = (iγµ∂µ − eγµAµ +m)φ. (6)

Eq. (5) becomes a quadratic Dirac equation

[

(i∂µ − eAµ)
2 − e

2
σµνFµν −m2

]

φ = 0. (7)

In general, Aµ is space and time dependent. However,
to simplify the discussion, we consider spatially uniform
electric field which points to the z direction. The none-
zero Aµ component is A3 = a(t). Before the electric
field is applied, the electric field is 0, and a(−∞) = 0.
After the electric field is turned off, Aµ becomes constant,
so limt→∞ a(t) = constant. Then the equation can be
simplified to

[

∂µ∂
µ + e2a2 + 2ia∂3 − ie∂0aγ

0γ3 +m2
]

φ = 0. (8)

Spatial homogeneity implies that the solutions can be
written in the form of

φk,j = eik·xfk,jχj , (9)
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where the eigen vector χj is

χ1 =

[

η1

η1

]

, χ2 =

[

η2

−η2
]

, η1 =

[

1

0

]

, η2 =

[

0

1

]

(10)

These spinors are the eigenvectors of γ0γ3 in the repre-
sentation of γ matrices. They are not exactly the same as
the spin up and spin down eigen vectors. Since two eiegn
vectors with positive eigenvalues are enough to cover the
full space, we neglect the eigen vectors with negative
eigen values[25]. χss satisfy the relation

4
∑

α=1

(χ†
r)

α(χs)α = 2δrs. (11)

The mode function fk,j satisfies

d2fk,j
dt2

+
(

ω2
k
− ie

da

dt

)

fk,j = 0. (12)

Here, ω2
k
= p23 + k

2
− + m2, k2

− = k21 + k22 and pi =

ki−eAi. Eq. (12) is a second order differential equation,
so each j has two independent solutions, f+

k,j and f−
k,j.

Since Dirac equation has only 4 independent solutions,
both j = 1, 2 sets can span a linearly independent set of
Dirac solutions. From eq. (6) we have

ψ±
k,j = (iγ0∂0 + γiki − eγ3A3 +m)φ±

k,j (13)

here, φ±
k,j = eik·xf±

k,jχj . After normalization, ψ±
k,j

satisfy the relation [25],

ψ±
r

†ψ±
s = δrs, ψ

±
r

†ψ∓
s = 0. (14)

The four ψ±
r s are orthogonal to each other. The ψ field

is then quantized and written in the form

ψ =

∫

∑

j=1,2

[

bj(k)ψ
+
k,j + d†j(−k)ψ−

k,j

] dk

(2π)3
(15)

where bj and d
†
j are the electron annihilation and positron

creation operator respectively. The operators satisfy the
usual anti-commutation relation.

{br(k), b†s(q)} = {dr(k), d†s(q)} = (2π)3δ3(k − q)δrs(16)

Then the ψ field also satisfies the anti-commutation
relation,

{ψα(t,x), ψ
†
β(t,y))} = δ3(x− y)δαβ . (17)

III. “IN” VACUUM AND “OUT” VACUUM.

The former section was about the second quantization
of the ψ field. However, this representation cannot give

the spin of the particle pairs directly. We have to change
the representation to up and down spinor bases,

ψ =
∑

r=1,2

∫

[

b(0)r (k, t)ur,ke
−i

∫
ωkdt

+d(0)†r (−k, t)vr,−ke
i
∫
ωkdt

]

eik·x
dk

(2π)3
. (18)

Here, ur,k and vr,−k are defined as

ur,k =





√

ωk+m
2ωk

ηr

~σ·~p√
2ωk(ωk+m)

ηr



 , vr,−k =





−~σ·~p√
2ωk(ωk+m)

ηr

√

ωk+m
2ωk

ηr



(19)

where u1,k and u2,k are spin up and spin down elec-
tron spinor respectively (along z-direction). ~p = (k1 −
eA1, k2 − eA2, k3 − eA3). Since we discuss only electric
field in z direction, A1 = A2 = 0. v1,−k and v2,−k are
spin down and spin up positron spinors respectively. ur,k
and vr,k satisfy

u†r,kur′,k = δr,r′ , v
†
r,kvr′,k = δr,r′ , u

†
r,kvr′,−k = 0. (20)

One can relate eq (15) and eq. (18) with the Bogoli-
ubov transformation

b(0)r (k, t) =
∑

s=1,2

αs
k,r(t)bs(k) + βs

k,r(t)ds(−k)†(21)

d(0)r (−k, t)† =
∑

s=1,2

−β∗s
k,r(t)bs(k) + α∗s

k,r(t)ds(−k)†(22)

From the canonical anti-communication relation, one
finds

∑

r=1,2

(|αs
k,r|2 + |βs

k,r|2) = 1 (23)

Once Bogoliubov transformation is substituted in eq.
(18), ψ+

k,s and ψ
−
k,s are found by comparing this equation

with eq. (15),

ψ+
k,s =

∑

r=1,2

αs
k,rur,ke

−i
∫
ωkdt − β∗s

k,rvr,−ke
i
∫
ωkdt(24)

ψ−
k,s =

∑

r=1,2

βs
k,rur,ke

−i
∫
ωkdt + α∗s

k,rvr,−ke
i
∫
ωkdt(25)

As usual, the number of particles produced per unit
phase space volume at a given momentum is given by

n(k, t) =
∑

r=1,2

〈0, in| b(0)†r (k, t)b(0)r (k, t) |0, in〉

=
∑

s=1,2;r=1,2

|βs
k,r(t)|2 (26)
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From eq. (24), αs
k,r and βs

k,r can be found in terms of

ψ+
k,s.

−β∗s
k,re

i
∫
ωkdt = v†r,−k

ψ+
k,s (27)

αs
k,re

−i
∫
ωkdt = u†r,kψ

+
k,s (28)

One can substitute eq. (13) and (19) to obtain αs
k,r

and βs
k,r,

β∗1
k,1 = −e−i

∫
ωkdt

(ωk +m+ p3)(ωkf
+
k,1 − iḟ+

k,1)
√

2ωk(ωk +m)
(29)

β∗1
k,2 = −e−i

∫
ωkdt

(p1 + ip2)(ωkf
+
k,1 − iḟ+

k,1)
√

2ωk(ωk +m)
(30)

α1
k,1 = ei

∫
ωkdt

(ωk +m− p3)(ωkf
+
k,1 + iḟ+

k,1)
√

2ωk(ωk +m)
(31)

α1
k,2 = ei

∫
ωkdt

−(p1 + ip2)(ωkf
+
k,1 + iḟ+

k,1)
√

2ωk(ωk +m)
(32)

β∗2
k,1 = −e−i

∫
ωkdt

(p1 − ip2)(ωkf
+
k,2 − iḟ+

k,2)
√

2ωk(ωk +m)
(33)

β∗2
k,2 = e−i

∫
ωkdt

(ωk +m+ p3)(ωkf
+
k,2 − iḟ+

k,2)
√

2ωk(ωk +m)
(34)

α2
k,1 = ei

∫
ωkdt

(p1 − ip2)(ωkf
+
k,2 + iḟ+

k,2)
√

2ωk(ωk +m)
(35)

α2
k,2 = ei

∫
ωkdt

(ωk +m− p3)(ωkf
+
k,2 + iḟ+

k,2)
√

2ωk(ωk +m)
(36)

As t→ −∞, f+
k,s ∝ e−iωkt and ωkf

+
k,r − iḟ+

k,r = 0. All

βk,s are 0. According to eq. (26), n = 0 and there is no

particle creation. Since αj
k,is in general are not both 0,

the “out” vacuum’s spinors are not the same as the “in”
vacuum’s spinors. Under the Bogoliubov transform the
“in” vacuum, |in >, is annihilated by bs(k) and ds(−k)

bs(k) |0, in〉 = ds(−k) |0, in〉 = 0 (37)

while the “out” vacuum, |0, out〉, is annihilated by

b
(0)
r (k, t) and d

(0)
r (−k, t),

b(0)r (k, t) |0, out〉 = d(0)r (−k, t) |0, out〉 = 0 (38)

We may write the Bogoliubov transform as a unitary
transform, Uk,

b(0)r (k, t) = Ukb
(0)
r (k,−∞)U †

k
(39)

d(0)r (−k, t)† = Ukd
(0)
r (−k,−∞)†U †

k
(40)

Uk can relate the “out” vacuum to the “in” vacuum as

|0, out〉 = Uk |0, in〉 (41)

This is a 4 mode transform. Its complete form is
complicated[26, 27], but we do not need the complete
transform. We only need to write the “out” vacuum in
terms of bi(k), dj(k) operators, and the “in” vacuum.
The “out” vacuum can be written in the form

|0, out〉 =
∏

k,s

A exp





∑

ij

Bijb
†
id

†
j



 |0, in〉 (42)

A and Bij can be found from eq. (38) and
〈0, out|0, out〉 = 1,

Bij = (−1)m
αm
k,2(t)β

j
k,1(t)− αm

k,1(t)β
j
k,2(t)

α2
k,2(t)α

1
k,1(t)− α2

k,1(t)α
1
k,2(t)

(43)

A =
√

1 + (|B11|+ |B12|+ |B21|+ |B22|)2. (44)

Here m = 1, if i = 2 and m = 2 if i = 1. One must be

careful that Uk 6= ∏

k,sA exp
(

∑

ij Bijb
†
id

†
j

)

, since some

of Uk operators disappear while they operate on |0, in〉.

IV. OBSERVATION OF THE SPIN UP AND

SPIN DOWN STATES.

We are looking for the creation of a two particle state in

the “out” vacuum, b
(0)
r (k, t)†d

(−k,0)
s (t)† |out〉. This am-

plitude is

Trs = 〈out| b(0)r (k, t)d(0)s (−k, t) |in〉
= A

∑

i=1,2

βi
k,r(t)

(

αi
k,s(t)−

∑

j=1,2

βj
k,s(t)B

∗
ij

)

(45)

We can find the value of each component

T11 = −ω
2
k
+mωk − p23

ωk(ωk +m)
E +O(β3) (46)

T12 =
p3(p1 + ip2)

ωk(ωk +m)
E +O(β3) (47)

T21 =
p3(p1 − ip2)

ωk(ωk +m)
E +O(β3) (48)

T22 =
ω2
k
+mωk − p23

ωk(ωk +m)
E +O(β3) (49)

E = (ωkf̄
+
k,1 + i ˙̄f+

k,1)(ωkf
+
k,1 + iḟ+

k,1)e
2i

∫
ωkdtA.(50)

Here β ∝ ωkf
+∗
k,1 + iḟ+∗

k,1 and f+
k,1 = f+

k,2 is applied.

If the particle creation is not very strong, then O(β3)
is much smaller than E which is proportional to β, so
it can be neglected. We do not write the precise form
down because it is complicated. If the first index is 1(2),
it creates an electron with spin up(down). If the second
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index is 1(2), it creates a positron with spin down(up). If
the transverse momenta are 0 (p1 = 0 and p2 = 0), only
T11 and T22 are nonzero, which means the electron and
positron have opposite spin orientations. It means that
A2 and A3 in eq. (2) are both 0, and the state is a max-
imally entangled Bell’s state (as in eq.(1)). However, if
p1 or p2 are not 0, then T12 and T21 are not zero, and the
electron and positron can have the same spin orientation.
All Ai in eq. (2) are not 0 and the state is not a maxi-
mally entangled Bell’s state. In other words, if one knows
one of the particle’s state, he still cannot determine the
state of the other particle if the transverse momentum is
not 0. This proves that members of a Schwinger pair are
not always entangled.
We can also study the same effect in the propagation

direction. The helicity eigen spinor can be written as a
combination of spin up and spin down spinors and the
creation and annihilation operator can be found by com-
paring the ψ field component in this two bases. The
amplitudes for each case are

TRR ≈ cos θ(ω2
k
+mωk − p23)− p3p sin

2 θ

ωk(ωk +m)
E (51)

TRL ≈ − sin θ(ω2
k
+mωk − p23)− p3p sin θ cos θ

ωk(ωk +m)
E(52)

TLR ≈ − sin θ(ω2
k
+mωk − p23)− p3p sin θ cos θ

ωk(ωk +m)
E(53)

TLL ≈ − cos θ(ω2
k
+mωk − p23) + p3p sin

2 θ

ωk(ωk +m)
E (54)

Here, cos θ = p3/p and p2 = p21 + p22 + p23. R(L) is the
right(left) handed helicity.
Again we neglected the terms proportional to β3.

TRL = TLR = 0, if p1 = p2 = 0. This pair is entan-
gled. However, if there is transverse momentum (p1 6= 0
or p2 6= 0), then TRL and TLR are not 0. If one knows
one particle’s helicity, he still cannot know the other par-
ticle’s helicity. This proves that helicities od a Schwinger
pair are not completely entangled.

V. CONCLUSION

We showed that a Schwinger particle pair’s spins are
not necessary in a maximally entangled Bell state. If the
particle pair’s momenta are not parallel to the electric
field, then one cannot know the particle pair’s spin states
just by measuring the properties of one particle. In ad-
dition, if the external field is spatially non-uniform, the
particle pair can also gain linear momentum[10]. Then
both linear and angular momenta of the pair are not com-
pletely correlated. To make a precise statement, mem-
bers of a virtual particle pair generated by vacuum fluctu-
ations are highly correlated. However, for these particles
to become real, they have to interact with an external
field. This interaction ruins the original correlation.

The Schwinger pair production is expected to occur
when the electric field is above the Schwinger limit,
Es = 1.32×1018V/m. This is far beyond the current laser
system’s limit (∼ 1013 to 1014V/m)[28, 29]. However,
recent development of ultrashort and ultraintense laser
pulse raise the possibility to approach the threshold in
the foreseeable future[30]. Especially, nonlinear QED ef-
fect as e+e− pair photoproduction by hard photon[31–33]
and nonlinear Compton scattering have been observed at
laser intensity I = 1022W/m2[34]. It has been shown
that multiple colliding electromagnetic pulses can even
lower the laser’s intensity threshold of e+e− pair produc-
tion to 1026W/cm2[35, 36], which is much lower than
the Schwinger pair production threshold, 1029W/cm2.
There are several projects to achieve intensity 1026 to
1028W/cm2[28, 37, 38]. e+e− pair production by multi-
ple laser pulses has been proposed in the new lasers sys-
tems, such as Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI)[38] and
the European High Power laser Energy Research facility
(HiPER)[37]. This makes observation of the Schwinger
pairs quite possible. The pair production is tightly re-
lated to the focused laser’s geometric structure and po-
larization, and not only on the energy input[39]. In our
case we study the particle pair’s spin correlation. We will
find that the spin correlation depends on the scattering
angle. This directly implies that the pair’s state is not
just one of the Bell entangled states, which is sharply
different from what is generally expected.

Hawking radiation is made of particle pairs gener-
ated by vacuum fluctuations. The negative energy par-
ticle falls into the horizon, while the positive energy one
leaves the horizon and is radiated away. This particle
pair is assumed to be entangled based on the locality
assumption[15]. However, the particle pair is generated
by a similar process as a Schwinger pair production,
which implies that Hawking radiation particle pair is not
completely correlated. This is true in general, since the
process of Hawking radiation takes away angular momen-
tum from a black hole, and the products of radiation do
not move in the radial direction. In addition, the wave-
length of emitted particles is about the radius of the black
hole. Thus, the external gravitational field cannot be
described by a uniform distribution. The produced par-
ticles can gain linear momenta from external field, and
according to our study, their spins are not completely
correlated. This implies the semiclassical gravity (and
perhaps full quantum gravity) is not a completely local
phenomenon.
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